
SCOTTISH KENNEL CLUB CHAMPIONSHIP SHOW 21ST MAY 2023 
 
MPD (2,1) 1 Main’s Shenachie Secretariat a very shapely and pleasing quality rising 7-month-old 
sable who has desirable bone and pleasing body development with satisfying coat cover. Has a real 
baby appearance but has a good overall balanced outline and side profile. Very attractive head, dark 
nicely shaped eyes and responsive ears, alert in expression and interested in his surroundings.  True 
front with adequate angulations front and rear. Stands on good feet. Gained in confidence and 
moved well. 
PD (2) 1 Melvin & Jopson’s Katiedale The Piper At Nithview a shapely 10-month-old shaded sable 
who has definite promise; he is attractive in general appearance being in proportion and in good 
coat and condition. Pleasing in head which is all in proportion to the rest of him. Attentive 
expression. Head carried proudly on good length neck. True, well boned front of pleasing width 
which I preferred to 2nd; well-developed body and moderate angled hindquarters. Moved with an 
easy free true action front and rear. Best Dog Puppy. 2 Walker’s Tooralie Tornade, a predominately 
black with white chest 11-month-old who for me is very attractive in appearance and is completely 
together in profile shape. Pleasing head proportions and alert, endearing expression. OK front and 
forequarters, pleasing development of bone and body with moderate angled hindquarters. On his 
toes and needs to settle to give of his best standing and in particular on the move.  
JD (3,1) 1 Robertson’s Afterglow Goldberg At Vidlinvoe a very breed typical shapely 15-month-old 
shaded sable who stands over the ground and presents an attractive appearance. Very shapely head 
which is refined and in proportion to the rest of him. He is well boned and bodied and very typical in 
look having pleasing size, shape and overall proportions. Free and purposeful on the move but would 
prefer a smoother action.  
YD (6,3) 1 Robertson’s Afterglow Goldberg At Vidlinvoe as previous comments. 2 Babiak’s Donallin 
Running Bear At Egalefalls a very attractive nearly 2-year-old well coated black/white of pleasing 
profile shape and presented in good coat and condition. Pleasing in overall conformation being true 
in front, well made in body and hindquarters. He has a head of good shape and proportions but I just 
preferred the refinement in head of 1st. Movement was true and purposeful in front but needs to 
settle behind. 3 Jaworska’s Shellamoyed Mr Moonlight carrying too much weight across the back 
and loin for me.  
LD (6) 1 Malone’s Pathaaron After The Storm a very smart nearly 4-year-old black/tri who has a very 
attractive general appearance displaying his admirable proportions and breed typical shape. He has 
a shapely, masculine well-proportioned head, with responsive ears and an alert expression. True 
front, firm body and stable moderately angled hindquarters. Better mover of the class. 2 Lewis’ 
Donmarvic The Saracen a dark shaded sable 5-year-old mature looking male in profuse coat and well 
presented. He has a very smart appearance in side profile with pleasing overall proportions length to 
height. Attractive head both in shape and proportions complimented with his very alert expression. 
True in front but tended to stand wide. Firm body with moderately angled hindquarters. Free 
moving with good front action but tended to be unsettled behind. 3 Bendelow’s Pitch Perfect At 
Amethrickeh.  
OD (4) 1 Robinson’s Lavika Starlight Salute an impressive 2¾-year-old smart sable of super-size and 
shape who has a striking breed typical appearance and was presented in excellent coat and 
condition. He has notable conformation and is all in proportion and balanced front and rear. He has 
a handsome, refined head with an intelligent, alert expression. Excellent make and shape from head 
to tail. He possesses elegance and eye-catching ring presence. He stands well over the ground and 
moves with a smooth, free, precise, ground covering action. My Dog CC winner. 2 Redpath’s Molson 
Miroquai Into Pathaaron a 4-year-old mature male. Presented in profuse coat and commendable 
condition. Notable conformation qualities. He has a clean, mature masculine head which is shapely 
and in proportion, enhanced by his alert, intelligent expression. Satisfying in make and shape all 
through being balanced in outline with pleasing body proportions. Moved well enough especially in 
front. My Reserve Dog CC winner. 3 Goodwin & Goodwin’s Highbrook Hobnob JW.  



VD (2) 1 Hill’s Ch & Aust Ch Hartly How About Me For Molson (Imp) an 8-year-old pale sable in 
commendable coat and condition which belie his age. Very attractive overall coated shape and 
pleasing conformation of body. Masculine, refined, clean, shaped head. True, well-boned front, 
pleasing spring of rib and well ribbed. Moved well with a smooth even action better of this class. 
Best Veteran in Breed. 2 Hepburn’s Shellamoyed Simply The Best At Leterikhills JW Sh CM ShEx a 7½-
year-old attractive sable male who is also in abundant coat. Pleasing in general appearance and has 
a masculine but breed typical shaped head and alert expression. True front but needing to tighten, 
pleasing forequarters and well-shaped body. Purposeful movement but tendency to crab slightly and 
plait in front.  
SBD (2) 1 Robertson’s Afterglow Goldberg At Vidlinvoe, as previous comments. 2 Saunders’ Galateus 
Bohemia Classic At Torriglen (Cze Imp) a well coated 2-year-old attractive sable who has a very 
pleasing overall appearance being of desirable size and balanced shape. Smart, attractively marked 
head with an intelligent, attentive expression. True in front although tended to be loose in elbow. He 
is well boned and bodied. Free moving but needing to be more controlled in front action.  
GCD (1) 1 Saunders’ Galateus Bohemia Classic At Torriglen (Cze Imp) as previous comments.  
 
MPB (3,1) 1 Stafford’s Rannerdale Queen Of The Nite an exciting quality 6-month-old black/white 
who has all the desired conformation foundation structure to ensure she develops into a quality 
adult. Lovely head, eyes and alert ears creating an endearing expression. She has all the sound 
conformation in front, body and hindquarters. Such a confident youngster taking it all in her stride. 
Moved really well. Best Puppy in Breed and later she was shortlisted in the Pastoral Puppy Group. 2 
White’s Dajarls Up Helly Aa, a very smart 7-month-old blue merle who has pleasing bone and body. 
Very attractive head both in shape and expression. Well made in front, body and hindquarters with 
scope to grow on maintaining her obvious quality. A bit reticent on the move but will improve with 
time and confidence.  
PB (5,2) 1 Rae’s Esther Quick Star Flaming Love N Promises (Imp Fin) an attractively marked, eye-
catching 10-month-old b/merle who possesses quality in both breed qualities and conformation. She 
has a typy, feminine head with responsive ears and an alert interested expression. She is well-
constructed all through and is balanced in angulations front and rear, with pleasing body 
proportions. Presents a breed typical picture. Moved well and was the better mover of this class. 
One with excellent promise. 2 Hill’s Molson Mine Till Midnight a very smart 11-month-old light sable 
who is very attractive in head of pleasing shape and having a responsive alert expression. Satisfying 
in outline, proportions and overall balance. True well-made front and forequarters, pleasing bone, 
body and hindquarters. Very smart in profile and a real eye-catcher standing; disappointed on the 
move. 3 Bendelow’s Amethrickeh Gold Blossom.  
JB (5,1) 1 Goodwin & Goodwin’s Herds Height Of Fashion, a smart 14-month-old young sable bitch 
who is of desirable size, coat and breed typical shape. She has a quality look with attractive feminine 
features and an alert, intelligent expression. Pleasing length of neck in proportion to her overall 
length of body. Well-made front and pleasing forequarters with good bone and body. Moved with a 
true action and was the better mover of this class. 2 Bastiani & John’s Rannerdale She’s A Lady Of 
Auberswell a 12-month-old very attractive sable youngster who has a striking appearance and 
overall shape. Feminine head set on good length neck. True in front, well-made body and nicely 
angled hindquarters. She is smart and has a well-defined outline in profile. Slightly longer caste than 
1st. Moved with a free, easy action but not as settled in front as 1st. 3 Bendelow’s Jacanshe Pure 
Love From Amethrickeh.  
YB (2,1) 1 Shaw’s Bluequarry The One And Only a 21-month-old shaded sable of pleasing size, 
outline and profile shape. Attractive and typical in head with an attentive expression; head carried 
well complimenting her overall appearance. She stands firm and in balance presenting a breed 
typical general appearance. Satisfying in look and all in proportion in side profile and balanced. 
Moved with a pleasing front action.  



PGB (6,1) 1 Hill’s Molson Moissanite a super-sized, well coated 2½-year-old sable who has a 
beautiful head and expression. True front with pleasing pasterns, ideal width all through; Pleasing 
overall outline with ideal proportions length to height and balance in angulations front and rear. 
Body has spring of rib with desirable tight elbows and ribbed well back. Free moving with the better 
front and rear action of this class. 2 Reekie & Reekie’s Ellenyorn Elixir a quality, well coated 2-year-
old sable of similar shape and profile to 1st. Pleasing overall make and shape. True tight front, ok 
body and nicely angled hindquarters. Stood well with an alert, attentive outlook but tended to crab 
slightly on the move. 3 Elder’s Ellenyorn Electra.  
LB (3,1) 1 Lewthwaite’s Rannerdale Not On Your Nelly a 2-year-old b/t who has a very attractive side 
profile. I liked her head, eyes, ears and expression. True front, well-made body and well-made 
moderate hindquarters. She tended to be unsettled which did not assist her assessment. Moved 
with a more controlled action than 2nd. 2 Elde’s Ellenyorn Evita a mature looking 5-year-old having 
good size and is well coated. She has pleasing overall length and a satisfying side profile. Attractive in 
head and alert in expression with an alert manner and responsive ears. Well made in front, body and 
hindquarters. Would prefer more settled and positive movement.  
OB (4) 1 Robinson’s Lavika Lucid Dreams an impressive 2½ year old very attractive B/merle who is 
impressive in overall construction. She is balanced, entirely in proportion and is sound in front, body 
and hindquarters. Excellent in shape, coat and condition which all-together presents an ideal 
representative of the breed. She has a beautiful, refined head and an alert, confident temperament. 
Her commendable conformation is complemented by her sound free movement. My Bitch CC 
winner and Best of Breed. 2 Jeavons & Koenen’s Ch Navarrem Fortuna Girl a very shapely 6½-year-
old B/merle who is very attractive in general appearance being of good size, proportions and 
balance. Lovely head, eyes and expression. Well made in front, body and hindquarters. Tended to 
look disinterested which detracted from her topline and profile. Moved ok but not as settled and 
precise as 1st. 3 Stafford’s Ch Rannerdale Queen Of The Dark.  
VB (5) 1 Reekie & Reekie’s Ellenyorn Echo Falls a smart quality 8-year-old sable of pleasing size and 
who has an attractive appearance in side profile which is in proportion length to height and balanced 
in angulations front/rear. Breed typical, feminine head possessing typical breed characteristics in 
expression and shape. Well-made front, good length neck, sturdy body and firm hindquarters. She 
was the better mover of this class and others. My Reserve CC Bitch Winner. 2 Clegram & Berry’s 
Smiddyshaw I’ll B There For JW a mature looking rising 8-year-old of pleasing size and shape. Well 
coated appearance. Clean shapely head, with responsive ears and alert expression although for me 
is a bit plain. Head set on to good length neck; true front and pleasing body and ok hindquarters. 
Free moving although tended to be unsettled in front. 3 Mains’ Shenachie Lyric Of Light   
SBB (1) 1 Shaw’s Bramblecroft Reeba At Bluequarry a 5-year-old shaded sable who hasa  pleasing 
overall appearance; she is well-coated, of pleasing size, proportions and shape. Smart typy head with 
an alert, attentive expression. True in front and well enough made in body and hindquarters. Tended 
to be loose in front on the move.  
GCB (1) 1 Rae & Rae’s Quick Star Flaming Love N Promises (Imp Fin) as previous comments. 
 

Judge - Graham Hill 
 


